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51. INTRODUCT’ION 
BY a hyperbolic 3-manifold we will mean an oriented complete hyperbolic 3-manifold of 
finite volume. In [I], Culler and Shalen investigated varieties of characters of representa- 
tions of fundamental groups of hyperbolic 3-manifolds into S&(C). They showed that there 
corresponds an incompressible and boundary incompressible surface in the hyperbolic 
3-manifold to each ideal point of an algebraic curve in its character variety. They used 
valuation theory and Bass-Serre’s theory of group actions on trees. 
The purpose of this paper is to give an explicit understanding of the restriction of the 
above gcncral theory to the most interesting special case of hyperbolic knot complements. 
Instead of character varieties, we USC deformation curves dcfincd by Thurston’s idcal 
triangulations and WC adopt the combinatorics developed by Nrumann and Zagicr in [3]. 
Our construction of incompressible surfaces is simpler and more explicit. 
Let N bc a hyperbolic 3-manifold with one cusp. Topologically N is homeomorphic to 
the interior of a compact 3-manifold with boundary homeomorphic to the 2-torus. We 
assume that N is decomposed into a finite union of ideal tetrahedra with mutually disjoint 
interiors. Such a decomposition is called an ideal triangulation of N. Associated to an idcal 
triangulation of N. there is an alTine algebraic curve C called a deformation curve ($2). In 
a neighborhood of the point corresponding to the complete hyperbolic structure, the points 
of C represent (incomplete) smooth hyperbolic structures on N. In 93, we dcfinc ideal points 
of C. We see that there corresponds a slope (an element of H,(?N) mod scalar multiplica- 
tion) to each ideal point of C. We call it the boundary slope of the ideal point. In $4, for each 
idcal points of C, we construct a properly embedded surface in N whose boundary slope is 
that of the ideal point by patching together some copies of Thurston’s twisted square ([2]) 
contained in the ideal tetrahedra. In $5, we show that the splitting of N by the above surface 
is non-trivial and we can obtain an incompressible and boundary-incompressible surface 
in N after performing compressions on it. 
42. IDEAL TRIANGULATIONS AND NEUMANN-ZAGIER’S COMBINATORICS 
An ideal tetrahedron is defined as an oriented geodesic tetrahedron in the oriented 
hyperbolic 3-space H’ with all vertices at infinity. Let P’ denote the extended complex 
plant C u {co}. An ideal tetrahedron A is described completely (up to isomctry) by a single 
complex number: in P’ - (0, I. 00 } such that the euclidcan triangle cut out of any vertex of 
A by a horosphere section is similar to the triangle in C with vertices 0. I and z. We write 
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affine structure on iiN. Since each p is one of 2,. (z, - I),‘:, and 
can be written 
where a; and a:’ are integers. 
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l/(1 - z,) (1 5 s 5 n). /l(y) 
(2) 
To (1) and (2) we associate vectors in the Zn-dimensional real vector space &I’” = (I@)” 
pj = (r),, rji), s,bn (j=l,...,n) and 
a = (4.47, S$S” 
respectively. On R’” we define the skew symmetric product by 
Xh y=C(x;y:‘-x:‘yi) 
s 
for x = (-xi, x:O1 ssdn, y = (~4. y:‘), srSn in W”. 
Now we state asimplified form-of-the combinatorial result of Neumann and Zagier 
which is sufficient for this paper. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Neumcrnn-Zagier). Let R be the suhspace of[W’” spanned by P,, . . . r,. Let 
z und b be two oriented closed simplicial paths in ?N such thut 
/J(a) = f t-i $( 1 - Zs)“’ llnll 
p(P) = f l-l $(I - QhA’. 
fut ill = (1~:. ur), ds ..” and b = (hi. by), Sr 5n as crhoce. Then 
P,,A~~~=O, j,,jz=l ,.... n 
a/Yr,=O, j= l,...,n und 
iPAID = 2[a].[/1] 
where [a] fJl] is the inrersection number of the homoloyy classes [z] und [/I] in If ,(?N). 
Moreover dim R = n - 1 and dim RL = n + 1, where R’ is the orthyonul complemenr of 
R wirh respecr to A . If [a] * [/I] # 0, then R’ is spumed by P,, . . . , r,. a und RD. 
For a proof of the above theorem see [3]. 
Thus the quotient space RI/R has the induced skew symmetric product A and the pair 
(RI/R, A 1 
can be identified with the pair 
(H,(SN, R), 2 times the intersection form). 
#3. IDEAL POINTS OF C 
In this section, we define ideal points of the deformation curve C of a hyperbolic 
3-manifold with one cusp having an ideal triangulation. All the constructions in this section 
are essentially specializations to the afline curve C of Chapter I of [2]. However we take 
a slightly different procedure which is more convenient o our purpose. 
First we take the logarithm of the absolute values of the both sides of (1) in $2. 
i (r;,loglz,I+r~logIl -z,I)=O (j= I,..., n) (1)’ 
s-1 
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For simplicity we set 
loglrl = (- log]1 - :,I, logI=,I), S,br - - 
and we consider log I I I as a vector in R’“. Then ( 1)’ is equivalent o 
PjAlOg IL1 =O (j=l,...,n) (1)” 
where rj = (r>,,rj;)l d,I;I (j = 1.. . . , n). Hence log[nlER. 
For each s (s = 1, . . . , n), we define the map 
by 
e,: P’ - (0, 1, Co} -+ UP 
8,(=,) = (- log1 I - I,l. log I=,l) 
for Z,E P’ - (0. I, co}. 8, is described as follows (Fig. 2). 
In Fig. 2. a, b and c are arcs contained in { Iz,I = I}, {Izs - I I = l} and {Re:, = l/2} 
respectively. Note that 0&z,) = 0,(;;,). The whole image V, = O,(P’ - (0, 1, 00)) is 
a star-shaped region with center the origin in !R2 bounded by three real analytic curves 
which are the images of the real lines (- co, O), (0, I) and (I, co). The curves a, b and c are 
mapped to the half lines Cs, = {x 10, y = 01. b; = {x = 0, y $ 0). and PS = {x = y 5 O} 
respectively. The three boundary curves are asymptotic to the three half lines 2,. h; and (:, at 
infinity. 
Taking the direct product of 8,. . . . , 0,. we obtain 
0 = no,: (P’ - (0. I, ccl})” 4 [w2” 
44 = (- logIl -&Iv lOYI&I), S,$” 
= loglrl 
for I = (2,. . . . , z.). 
By the mapq: x + x/l + 1x1, we identify Iw*” with the interior of the unit disc D*” in IW*“, 
where 1x1 = (X(x;* + x:1*))*‘* for x = (xi, x:l), i , in in R’“. We define the compactification 
of IW*“, $, by setting [wz” = D*“. The set of boundary points S(rW*“) = p - lR*” is in 
one-one correspondence with the set of families of oriented parallel lines in I&!*“. For a subset 







Let m and ! be two oriented closed curves in SN such that 
H, (S.V) and 
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i forms a base of 
Set m = (m;,m;‘), 5,5n and 0 = (I;, I;‘), srsn. Since Ri is spanned by m. 1 and R by _ - 
Theorem 2.1. each ,oLnt bc B(R’) can be considered as the end-point of the half line in W’” 
It(pm + YO + r)),>O for some p. qrz R and .r~ R. We define the slope of h to be the projective 
class of p[,,,] + q[O]. 
slope(h) = p[~l-J + q[/]EHl(?A’).‘c, 
where u s c if and only if u = AC (i # OE [w) for u. r in H, (?N). If p = q = 0. we set 
slope (h) = 0. 
Now set (Cl = O(C). where C is the deformation curve of N in (PI - (0. I. x ))“. Then 
ICIC {Y, x . . . x Yy,) n RI, here Y, = tis(P’ - {O, 1. x )) as before (s = I. . . . . n). We 
denote S(lCl) by B(C). 
DcJinirion 3.1. A point bE B(C) such that slope (h) # 0 is called an idcal point of C. 
Slope (h) is called the boundary slope of h. 
Since C is contained in (Y, x . . . x Y,)n R’. B(C) is contained in 
B((Y, x . . . xY,)nRL).InFig.2.wcsctG,=ci,uh;u~,(s= I . . . . . n).GVisaI-com- 
plcx and is a deformation retract of Y, by a proper deformation retraction. Since Y, is 
bounded by three real analytic curves which arc asymptotic to G, at infinity, it follows that 
B((Y, x . . . x Y,,)n RL) c U((G, x . . x G,)n RL). 
Proc$ Each ideal point of C is contained in B((G, x . . . x G,) n R’). Hcncc it is the 
endofahalflineoftheform{f(~,X~),~,~.),,~ where each u, is a non-ncgativc real number 
and 1, = I>,, pz or pJ (s = I, . . . , n). Take a sequence (zL, \ of points of C such that (O(:,)) 
approaches the ideal point as k * cl,. For each s such that u, # 0, (2,) converges to 0. I or 
‘z and log I :,I or log I I - :,I or both of them tends to f K as k -+ ,x . The numbers u,/~J,, 
are the limits of the ratios of the absolute values of these logarithms for I s s. s’ 2 II. From 
Proposition 1.2.5 of [2] and the fact that any valuation on the function field ofa curve which 
is trivial on the ground field is discrete of rank I, it follows that all ratios arc rational 
numbers ([6]). q.e.d. 
Ry Lemma 3.1, we may obtain the ideal points of C and their boundary slopes by 
solving linear equations. Here we give a simple example 
Exumpk 3.1. Figure eight knot complement. 
Let K be the figure eight knot in S ‘. Let N bc the complcmcnt of K:. N = S’ - K;. 
N has a complctc hyperbolic structure and it is dccomposcd into the union of two idcal 
tctrahcdra N = A(:,) u A(zl) as indicated in Fig. 3 ([4]). The gluing condition is 
:,(I - :,):,(I - :J = I 
and zI = :z = (1 + ,,hi)/2 give the complete hyperbolic structure. Taking MI and / to bc 
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Fig. 3. 
the standard meridian and longitude we have 
/4(P) = :: (I - :, y. 
We apply the above procedure in this situation. In the symplectic vector space R’. the 
subspace R is I-dimensional and is spanned by r = (I I I I). R’ is 3-dimensional and is 
spanned by P. our = (0 I I 0) and 0 = (2 2 0 0). We write r = (p, - pJ, p, -fan), 
m=(-~~.~~,)and!=(Zp, - 2p,. 0). Using the relations pi A p , = I for j = i + I (mod 3) 
and /ji A I’, = 0. we solve the linear equation x A r = 0, where x = (a,~, , a,~~) with a, 
a non-ncgativc integer and xi = i>,, 11~ or [)J (i = 1.2). We obtain the following four 
solutions and their boundary slopes. 
(1’2, 21’1) 
(2P,* Pz) 
[4,,, - r] 
(lJ2. 2/J,) 
(21’31 /JL) 
[4,,/ + r] 
The boundary slopes are calculated from the values run A x and 0 A x. 
We must check that all these solutions are actually ideal points of C, because x A P = 0 
is only a necessary condition for the end-point of the half line {tx},,, to be an ideal point. In 
this case, it is not difficult to see that these four points are actually ideal points of C. For 
example, on C, we can move (2,. z2) from the initial point (en”‘, e”“) to a real point zI < 0 
and zrz > I. and then we can make z, and e1 converge to - co and 1 respectively along the 
real line. This path converges to the ideal point corresponding to (pz. 2p,). Similar 
procedures give the other three ideal points. 
Remark. As was noted in [3], the deformation curve C has a holomorphic involution 
J which comes from the fact that we have two ideal triangulations of an (incomplete) 
smooth hyperbolic manifold distinguished by the direction in which edges of the triangula- 
tion spiral in towards its end. Therefore we obtain two ideal points of C corresponding to 
one boundary slope. 
$4. INCOMPRESSIBLE SURFACES ASSOCIATED TO IDEAL POINTS 
In this section we construct an incompressible surface in a hyperbolic 3-manifold 
N associated to an ideal point of the deformation curve C of N. 
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Each edge of an ideal tetrahedron A(:) has its modulus as indicated in Fig. 1. If 
2 converges to one of the singular values (0, I, x), the moduli (z - l), z and 1 (1 - z) 
converge to the other singular values. Let T be Thurston’s twisted square embedded in A(:) 
in such a way thar it separate the two edges whose moduli converge to I (Fig. 4, see [S]). 
Let b be an ideal point of C. By Lemma 3.1, b is the end-point of the half line 
M%X*), SSJ,>0l where a, is a non-negative integer and X, = pi, p2 or p, (s = 1. . . . , n). 
If a, > O,?hen :,converges to one of {0, 1. XI} as 8(c) converges to 6. Let T,. , . . . . , T,,, be a, 
embedded squares in A(:,) such that each T,.i is parallel to the twisted square T and so that 
T,,i n Ts.j consists of the four edges of A(:,) whose moduli converge to the singular values 
(0, X} for 1 6 i <j S 4,. 
Let e be an edge of N. Let I’c be a small tubular neighborhood of e in N which is 
diffeomorphic to Dz x e, where D’ is the 2-disc. For each A(-_,) incident to e, we have a, 
embedded thin rectangles in 1;. &, = V;n T,. , , . . . , W3.,, = 1; n T,.,. such that 
CC;,in ~,,j = e for 1 d i <j 5 a,. We associate the sign x or 0 to each boundary edge of 
K,i according to whether the modulus of the edge converges to cc or 0 (i = I, . . . , a,). Let 
D' = DL x (ptj(c D' x e) be a 2-disc in V, which meets e transversely in exactly one point. 
We may assume that D' n Ts.i is an embedded arc for each T,.i. A typical configuration of 
the arcs D'n Ts.i c D2 is shown in Fig. 5(a). where the dotted lines represent arcs of 
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Prooj For each edge e of N, there corresponds a gluing condition vector 
r = c&r;‘), S,<” E R as in $2. The lemma follows from the equation x A P = 0. where the 
end-point of the half line {tx ), , ,, is the ideal point 6 of C. q.e.d. 
In the Z-disc D’, we may connect each x point to one of the 0 points in one-one way by 
disjoint embedded arcs as indicated in Fig. 5(b). In general this can be done in more than 
one way. We choose one way arbitrarily and denote by 6 the family of arcs that we obtain. 
We replace the thin rectangles r,.i n V, by the disjoint thin rectangles {e x Si which has the 
same set of boundary arcs in ?I:. After doing such a construction at each edge e, we obtain 
an embedded surface S, in N. 
As before. we remove a small horospherical neighborhood of the end from N and we 
denote the horospherical section by SN. For each ideal tetrahedron A(z,), A(c,)n ?N 
consists of four triangles in ?N. Each connected component of A(=,) n ?N n T5.i is an arc 
connecting the two vertices whose moduli converge to 0 or a. We orient this arc from r! 
to 0 (Fig. 6). 
These orientations of the arcs of T,.i n SN fit together and induce an orientation of each 
connected component of S, n SN. Then S, n t?N is an oriented I-submanifold in ?N. Thus 
we get a homology class [S, n N] in ff, (?N). 
ProoJ: For each I s s 5 11 with CJ,, > 0, Ict y,, be the l-chain in (TN defined to be the sum 
of the oricntcd four cdgcs of the four triangles A(c,)n(7N each of which connects the 
IX-vcrtcx to the O-vcrtox in each triangle and is oricntcd from the fxr-vcrtcx to tho 0-vcrtcx. 
Put i’ = Z$;‘,. Then by Lemma 4.1, y is a I-cycle in SN. Clearly y is homologous to S,, n ?N. 
;’ is an oricntcd simplicial path in ?N and li(y))c* is dcfincd as in 42. By the construction it 
is not dillicult to see that 
P(7) = + f-f/P 
whcrc il., = 2,. (:, - I)/=,, or l/(1 - 2,) according to x, = p,, 1~~ or /J> rcspcctively. The 
exponents of c, and (I - 2,) in /l(y) defines the vector (Za,~,)t s, s I in R’. Thcrcfore the slope 
of [S,, n ?N] = [y] coincides with the boundary slope of h by-Theorem 2. I. q.e.d. 
The following proposition will be proved in the next section. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For euch connectrd componenf Y of N - S,, thr mup i,: K, ( I’) -, xl(N) 
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Assuming this proposition, we proceed as follows. 
S, n SN is a finite disjoint union of parallel non-null homotopic simple closed curves 
and null-homotopic simple closed curves in SN. Starting with the innermost null- 
homotopic one inductively, we can attach a 2-disc to each null-homotopic curve and push it 
into the interior of N. As a result, we get a surface S, properly embedded in N whose 
boundary consists of finite parallel homotopically non-trivial simple closed curves in dN. If 
S, contains a non-orientable component, we take the boundary of a small tubular neighbor- 
hood of S, and we denote it also by S,. Thus hereafter we assume that S, is orientable. If the 
homomorphism n,(S,) --, X,(N) induced by the inclusion has non-trivial kernel, then by the 
loop theorem and Dehn’s lemma, we can perform ambient 2-surgeries on S, and eliminate 
the kernel. If S, has a component homeomorphic to the 2-sphere, then it bounds a 3-disc in 
N since N is irreducible, and we delete such a component. We call these two procedures 
compression on S,. 
LEMMA 4.3. S, cannot be reduced to a boundary parallel surface by compressions, that is, 
we can obtain an incompressible and boundary incompressible surface S properly embedded in 
N after some compressions on S, and deleting boundary parallel pieces. 
Proc$ Assume that S, can be reduced to boundary parallel surface B by compressions. 
Since B is boundary parallel. there is a component D’ of N - f? such that the map 
n,(D’) -. n,(N) induced by the inclusion is surjcctive. Since S, can be obtained from B by 
performing ambient 0- and I-surgeries, thcrc is also a component D of N - S, whose 
fundamental group is mapped surjcctively to n,(N) by the homomorphism induced by the 
inclusion. By the construction of S,, it follows that there is a component of N - S, with the 
same property. It contradicts Proposition 4.1. q.e.d. 
$5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.1. 
In this section we denote n,(N) by f. Let p: fi 4 N be the universal covering map. 
Lifting the idcal triangulation N = A(:?) u . . . u A($) to the universal cover n, we obtain 
a f-equivariant ideal triangulation of n, 
where A, is a lift of A($) in f? and yA, denotes its image translated by YE I. 
For r = (9, 6,6n EC an y E f, let yA(r,) be an ideal tetrahedron isometric to A(z,). If 
Imz, = 0, then A(=,) is flat, and if lm z, < 0. then it has the reversed orientation. However 
since c,$ {0, I, cc1 ), A(:,) has distinct four vertices (at infinity), and we call it still an ideal 
tetrahedron. Let s, be a topological space obtained from the disjoint union, u yA(r,) (YE I, 
I s s 5 n), by gluing face to face with the same gluing pattern as in fi, that is, we identify 
each face or edge of ?A(=,) to a face or an edge of y’A(z,.) by isometry if and only if the 
corresponding faces or edges of yA, and y’A,, are the same face or edge in N’. g, has 
a natural I-action which transforms yA(z,) to (Sy)A(z,) for y. 8~ I. 
If we choose an isometric embedding of A(=,) = IA@,) (I = the unit of I) into the 
hyperbolic 3-space H’, then for each ideal tetrahedron A = yA(z,) of fl, having a common 
face (= 2-face) with A(=,), there is a unique isometric embedding of A into H’ coincide with 
the given embedding on An A(:,). Thus starting with an isometric embedding of A@,) into 
H’, extending it in a unique way to an isometric embedding of the adjacent ideal tetrahedra 
from face to face, we obtain a continuous map d,: fiz -, H’ which is an isometric embedding 
on each ideal tetrahedron of flz. If Im 2, > 0 for I 5 s 5 n, then d, is a developing map of the 
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smooth hyperbolic manifold ,q. in H 3. If Im 2, 5 0 for some s, then d, fails to be locally 
injective. however it is still a well-defined continuous map from flz to H 3. If we choose 
a different isometric embedding of A(zt) into H’ and get the resulting map da, then there is 
an element h E PSI!.,(C) such that d;(x) = hd,(x) for x E &. 
There is a T-equivariant proper continuous map f,: N’ + fiz such that f&A,) = ?A(=,) 
and it maps each face or edge of N’ to the corresponding face or edge of fl,. Such a map can 
be constructed by first constructing a suitable map from A, u . . . VA, to 
A(c,)u . . . uA(c.) and extending it T-equivariantly. Any two such maps are 
r-equivariantly and properly homotopic to each other. 
We set c, = d, = fL: N -+ H 3. For each vertex (at infinity) u of an ideal tetrahedron A of N’, 
we define c,(c) to be the corresponding vertex (at infinity) of the ideal tetrahedron c,(A) 
in H3. 
For each YE I-, there is a unique element w,(~)E PSf.,(C) such that c,(;~x) = w,(y)c,(x) 
for x E f?. In fact o,(y) can be defined to be the isometry which maps each ideal tetrahedron 
c,(A) to the ideal tetrahedron c,bA). The correspondence y + UJ,(~) is a representation of 
T to PSL,(Q=). We call w, the holonomy representation of r associated to c,. If we choose 
a different map ci = d:fi in the above, then by the fact that dz = hd: for some hi PSL,(Q=) 
and thatf; is properly homotopic to fz, it follows that the resulting representation w: differs 
from w, only by conjugation by h. Thus if [o,] denotes the conjugacy class of the 
representation w,, then the correspondcncc -+ [UJ, J is a map from the deformation curve 
C to the variety of the conjugacy classes of the representations of r to PSL,(C). 
Let (ck} be a scqucncc of points of C such that {O(zk)J converges to the ideal point 6 as 
k -, oc (k = 1.2.. . . ). Let (UJ,), SISr be the vector associated to h as in $3, where xs = p,, 
pz or p, and each u, is a non-negative integer. Set I = {slu, > 0) and J = {sla, = 0). If 
zL = (z,,~), SISn for k = I. 2.. . . , then for SEI, {z,.~} converges to one of the singular 
values (0, I. ~1) as k + ‘x’. and for SEJ, we may assume that (z,.~} converges to a complex 
number other than 0, 1 as k -, XJ. 
Fork= 1,2...., wc construct sequence of maps and the associated representations 
by the way mentioned above. For each ideal tetrahedron A of fi, ck(A) denotes the image of 
A under ck. 
Definition 5. I. A sequence of pairs (c,(A), x,), where A is an ideal tetrahedron of N’ and 
xkeck(A) for k = 1. 2, . . . , is called a bounded sequence iff there is a sequence {II,}, 
~,EPSL,(C), such that all the points of h,x, (k = I, 2, . . . ) are contained in a bounded 
region of H’ and {h,c,(t’)} converges to a point in dH3 = S2 with respect to the usual 
topology of S2 for each vertex o of A at infinity. 
Definition 5.2. An infinite subsequence (c,(A), x,) of a bounded sequence (c,(A), ?ck) is 
called a convergent sequence iff {h,.r,} converges to a point of H’ as m 4 co, where {h,} is 
the corresponding subsequence of {h,) in Definition 5.1. 
Defhirion 5.3. For a convcrgcnt subsequence (c,(A), x,), we define its limit to be the 
pair (K(A), x,). whcrc K(A) is the convex hull in H’ of the limit points of {h,c,(o)) for the 
vertices of A and x, is the limit point of fl~,~,,,}. (Note that the limit set of {h,c,(u)} for all 
the vertices of A contains at lcast two points of L1H’ and x, is contained in its convex hull 
in H ‘.) 
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e #/, , jz. Let x(/i )L be the intersection point of c,(f,) and the common perpendicular of 
c,(/,) and c,(f,). For e #j-i. f,. let x(e), be the point of c,(e) such that &x(e),. c,(/,)) = 1, 
where d denotes the hyperbolic distance. If Z n V,, # 0, we take x(/,)~ and x(e)k 
(e # jl, f2 ) similarly. 
Cuse 3. Assume A = ‘iA, for SE I and Z n V,, = 0 (i = I, 2). Then Z n b; # 0 for 
e #f, .f2. Z is an open narrow region bounded by two parallel squares in A - FE and 
(A - VE) - Z consists of the two connected components IV, and lr; such that 
Win Vr, # 0 and yn I”, = 0 for i = 1, 2 and i fj. Let m, be the number of the 
connected components of 5, n I+: (parallel squares) (i = I, 2). Then a, = m, + m2. Let 0, be 
the face of A containing e and J (i = 1, 2). Let C~ be the loxodromic transformation in 
f’s&(C) mapping ~~(0~) to cI(u2) with axis ck(e). Let yi.k be the point of c,(e) such that 
d(J’i.k, ck(A)) = 1 (i = I. 2). Finally we set x,(eh = (tk)m”‘*yi.k and x2(e) k = (tk)-m2’P’)‘z,k. 
where the a,-th root of tk in PSL,(C) is chosen arbitrarily since both of xi(e)k and xz(t$ do 
not depend on the choice. 
LEMMA 5. I. For an ideal tetrahedron A of fl and a connected component Z of 
X n (A - V,), ler (c k(A). x,) he one of the sequences defined ahoy. Then ir is a bounded 
sequence. 
Proof Cast 1. Since se J, {z,.k } converges to a complex number other than 0, I as 
k + id?. If wc take a scqucncc {hk), hkE PSL,(Q)). such that h,c,(A) is the ideal tctrahcdron in 
flJ with vcrticcs (0, I, z,.k, co}, then the conditions of Definition 5.1 are satisfied. Case 2. If 
Z n VI, # 0. take an edge e #f,. /; of A and choose a scqucncc {h,} such that h,c,(a, ) is 
a fixed (indcpcndcnt of k) triangle in If’ and h,c,(e) and h,c,( f, ) are fixed cdpcs of it. whcrc 
u, is the fact of A containing c and j;. Then for each vertex u and A. h,c,(r) convcrgcs to 
a vertex of the triangle as k -, co. The other conditions can also bc vcrilicd without 
difficulty. If Z n Vrl # 0, a similar argument holds. Case 3. If xk = xi(e)k for e #f, , /; and 
i = 1 or 2, then we take a sequence {hk] such that hkC&) is a fixed geodesic and hkxk is 
a fixed point in it for k = 1.2, . . . . Since d(x,, ck(/I)) tends to infinity as k --, a (i = I, 2) for 
each vertex u of A, h,c,(u) converges to an end-point of h,c,(e) as k --* 0~. q.e.d. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A und Z be as in Lemma 5.1. In each case I, 2 or 3, rhr family ofrhe 
bounded sequences {(c,(A), xk) jXr is a consistent fumily, where xk runs rhrouyh the ser {_Y(L’)~) 
for all Ihe edges e of A such thar V, n Z # 0 in Case 1 and Case 2, and it runs through the set 
{x,(e),, x*(e),} j&r ull the edges e #f,, fi of A in Case 3, for k = I, 2. . . . . 
Proof In Case I and Case 2, this lemma is obvious from the definition and the proof of 
the previous lemma. We consider Case 3. We study the following model in H ‘. Let A(z) be 
the ideal tetrahedron in H’ with vertices (0, 1. z, co} where ZEC - (0, l}. For two vertices 
u, HP of A(-_) we denote the edge of A(:) connecting u and w by E. Set j, = z and 
fz = Y--- 00. For each edge e of A(-_) other than f, and f2. let y, be the point of e such that 
d(y,.A) = 1 (i = 1, 2). Let f(e) be the loxodromic transformation of PSL,(C) with axis 
e mapping the face of A(c) containing e and f, to that containing e and f2. Let a. m, and m2 
be positive integers such that a = m, + m2. Set xi(e) = t(e)ml“‘y, and x,(e) = t(~)-““~y~, 
where the a-th root of r(e) in PSL,(C) is chosen arbitrarily. For any edges e, e’ (#f, , /;) and 
i,j = 1.2. we show that d&(e). x,(e’)) is bounded as z tends to infinity, where we include the 
case e = e’. If e = Ooci, then using the coordinate H’ = Q= x R’, y, = (0, c) and 
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r(r).~, = (0, Izlc) for a constant c > 0. By elementary hyperbolic geometry, we see that 
d(r(u)_~, ._f,) and hence d(t(e)p,, y2) are constants not depending on 2. Therefore 
_v~ = (0, /z/c’) for a constant c’ > 0 and x,(e) = (0, Izlml’c). x2(e) = (0, Izlmlio~‘). Hence 
d(.~,(rl. ~~(~11 .is constant independent of 2. Similarly if e = I x, then x,(e)= (I, 
1: - I/“‘” c”)andx,(e)=(l.(z- 11 m”“c”‘) for some constants c” and c”’ > 0. it follows that 
- - 
all of the hyperbolic distances between the points (xi(e)). where e = 0 x and I r, and i = I, 
’ are bounded as : A. -. X. By similar calculations we see that d&(e), xj(e’)) is bounded as 
z 4x foranyedgese,e’#f,,f,andi,j=l , 2. Now in the situation A = ‘14 of Case 3, 
(z,.~) converges to a singular value, and we can transform A to the above model with n = a, 
isometrically. Hence d(.\-,(r),. xj(e’),) is bounded as k + x for any edges e. e’ #fI,, f2 of 
A and i. j = I. 2. Therefore if we take a sequence fh,) in PSL,(C) such that it satisfies the 
conditions of Definition 5.1 for one of { (ck(A), xi(e),)). it satisfies the same conditions for 
any other (ck(A). .~,(e’)~). This proves the lemma. q.e.d. 
LEM~M 5.3. Let e be an edye of fi. Let A = yAs clnd A’ = 7’4, be ideal tetrahedru of fl 
such thut A n A’ 2 e. Let Z and Z’ be connected components of X A (A - VE) and 
.Y A (A’ - 1, ) rcspcctiwl_y such thut r/, n Z # 0, Ci n Z’ # 0 und V, n (Z v Z’) is con- 
ruined in u connected component of X n V,. Let (c,(A). sk) und (c,(A)). xi) be bounded 
stqutvict~s defined uhore in Case 1, 2 und 3 ussociutrd to (A, Z) and (A’, Z’) rcspectil!ely. ?kcn 
thy (lrt’ consistcvft . 
Proo/: Thcrc is a finite sequence of mutually distinct idcal tctrahcdra of fi, A( I) = A, 
A(2). . . . . A(y - I). A(q) = A’ such that e c A( I) n . . . n A(q) and oi = A(i) n A(i + I) is 
the common fact of A(i) and A(i + I) for I 5 i 5 q - I. Let u. bc the fact of A such that 
IJ~ I c and 6” # 0,. Similarly set ~7~ be the face of A’ such that uy 3 e and c1 # (TV _ I. Set 
II’ = Z if Z n A(2) # 0 and W = the connected component of (A - VE) - Z such that 
Ci’n A(2) # 0 if Z n A(2) = 0. Similarly set W’ = Z’ if Z’ n A(q - I) # 0 and W’ = the 
connected component of (A’ - VE) - Z’ such that W’nA(y - I) # 0 if 
Z’nA(q - I) = 0. Let m and m’ be the numbers of the connected components of 2, n W 
and $, n I$” respectively. For I 5 i 5 y and k = I, 2, . . . , let t(i), be the loxodromic 
transformation of PSL,(C) with axis ck(e) mapping c,(ai_l) to ~~(0~). We define 
gk~PSL2(C) to be the product 
where 
Yk = Y(Y),Y(4 - I)k . . . Y(l), 
y(l), = t( l)F’Ua 
dih = t(i), for2sisq- I, and 
Y( Y)k = t ( q)py 
In the above. we choose the a,-th (resp. a,,.-th) root of t(l), (resp. t(y),) in PSL,(C) 
arbitrarily for k = I, 2. . . . . Each q,, is a loxodromic transformation of PSL,(C) with 
axis c,(e). WC show that ItraceY,( is bounded as k -, cc. Set CJ = (WV A(2) u . . . u 
A(q - l)u I+*‘) - V’. Let nI, (resp. no) be the number of those connected components of 
s,, n U each of which is contained in such A(i) (I 5 i 5 q) that e is an a-edge (resp. O-edge) 
of A(i). Then nr (resp. no) is the sum of those numbers of {m, u.,~,, . . . , a,,,,-,), m’} 
corresponding to those (A(i)} (I 5 i 5 q) each of which contains e as its m-edge (resp. 
O-edge) where A(i) = YiAlci, for 2 5 i 5 q - I. By the way of the construction of S, in $4, we 
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have PI= = PI,,. Since each g(i), is a loxodromic transformation of PSL,(C) with common 
axis c,(e) for I 2 i 5 q, they can be simultaneously diagonalized by conjugation by an 
element of PSL,(C). Hence we may write 
where u(i)t E C* for 1 I i 5 q. Then trace gr = uL + u; ’ where ulr = u( q)k . . . u(l),. Each 
(u(i),)’ is equal to =::.(l - =%L)*‘.((=,.~ - l):=,.k)*’ or a fractional power of one of them, 
where=,=(:,.k),5,5nfork= 1,2 ,.... For any fixed SE I. the limit (as k + x) of the ratio 
logIu(i),l’,‘logI~,.,I or loglu(i),I’/logIl - :3.k I is given by + m/u3 if i = 1, by + a,,i,/‘+ if 
2 6 i 2 q - 1 and A(i) has e as its a- or O-edge. by + m’/uz if i = q, and by 0 otherwise. The 
+ are determined by whether e is an cc-edge or O-edge of A(i). Consequently the limit (as 
kd x) of the ratio logltraceg,l*/logI=,,I or logItraceg,)*/logIl - zJsLI is given by 
+ (n, - n,)/u,. hence it must be zero by the fact mentioned above. Since (trace gr)* is 
a rational function of 2-J.k. 1 - 2r.k and their fractional power, it follows that I traceg,I is 
bounded as k --, x. Now since g(q - l),g(q - 2), . . . g(2), maps ck(a,) to ck(au_ ,) isomet- 
rically, d(~l,(x,), s;) is bounded as k + m by definitions of x1,. xi and Lemma 5.2. Since trace 
gk is bounded as k + co, it follows that d(x,. ~,(.r,)) and hence d(x,. xi) is bounded as 
k 4 cc. Therefore if WC take a sequence {h k). h,~f’Sf.,(C), such that it satisfies the 
conditions of Definition 5.1 for (c,(A). xk), it satisfies that also for ((*,(A’), xi). This complete 
the proof of Lemma 5.3. q.c.d. 
Lrhrvn 5.4. Lcr A( I). . . . , A(r) he clj’ite sc~qutww ofidrul tcvruhcdru offi. Assumr thut 
A(i) n A (i + I) 3 vi jiw un edye P, oJ’ N und thut thcrr is a conncacd component %, oj 
~- 
X n (A(i) - V, ) surisfyiny thr conditions (I/’ Lrmmu 5.3 Jiw Zi, Z, + , and (j,j)r i = 1, 2, . . . , 
r - I. Lrt (c,(A(i)). x(i),) hr one of houndd scyucwws ussociuted to Z, dvjinrd uhorv ji)r 
i= I.... , r. Thrn the jbmily of the hounded sequences (c,(A(i)). x(ih), 5 , 5, is u consisrcvt 
fumily. 
Prooj This lemma is immediately obtained from the previous lemmas. q.e.d. 
LEMMA 5.5. For euch ideul tetrahedron A c$ N’. X n (A - VE ) consists of ut most one 
connected component. 
Proo/. Assume that A = ?A, and X n (A - VE ) contains two connected components 
Z and Z’. Then se1 and there are sequences of ideal tetrahedra A(l), . . . , A(r) of fl and 
connected components Z, of X n (A(i) - VE ) (I 5 i 5 r) satisfying the conditions of 
Lemma 5.4 with A( 1) = A(r) = A and Z, = Z, Z, = Z’. It follows from Lemma 5.4 that any 
sequences (c,(A). .rk) and (ck(A), xi) associated to Z and Z’ respectively are consistent. 
However this is impossible by definitions of xk and xi, because d(&, xi) tends to infinity as 
k -+ 00 if Z and Z’ are distinct components of X n (A - I$ ). q.e.d. 
Let i,: R,(Y) + r be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion. Since X is a connec- 
ted component of p- ‘( Y), II, ( Y) acts on X by deck transformation. We can choose for each 
connected component Z = X n (A - V,) a bounded sequence (c,(A). xk) associated to 
Z n,( Y)-equivariantly. This means that the sequence associated to yZ is (ck(yA). w,(i,y)x,) 
for each YE rr, ( Y), where ok is the representation of I- associated to ck as before. Since there 
is a compact connected fundamental domain of n,( Y)-action on X, it follows from 
Lemma 5.4 that the family of the bounded sequences ((ck(A), xk)l associated to all the 
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components Z = X n (A - k; ) is a consistent family. Taking subsequences, we obtain 
a rrr( Y)_equivariant consistent family of convergent sequences {(c,(A). x,)1 (m = 1.2. . . . ) 
associated to all the components Z = X n (A - L; ). The limit of this family of convergent 
sequences is a pair (u K(A), VI,) of a countable configuration of ideal tetrahedra, ideal 
triangles and geodesics in H3 and a subset of it. This pair has a rrt( Y)-action which is the 
limit of the sequence of a,( Y)-actions on &c,,,(X) defined by the restriction of h,o,h;’ to 
i,tn,(Y)). In particular. for each y~n,( Y). Itracew,(i,(y))l is bounded as m --* x. On the 
other hand, for c E C in a neighborhood of co, 13: has a smooth hyperbolic structure and for 
each r~:nr(S~V) the number p(x) defined in $2 is the derivative of the holonomy of z in the 
affine structure on SN up to constant + 1 (see [3]). If w=(z) is diagonalized 
(uEC*). then F(Z) = f u2 and (trace w,(z))’ = 2 + (p(x) + p(x)-I). 
Since both of /l(z) and (trace w:(z))’ are holomorphic functions on C. the above equality 
holds at all the points of C. Since the ideal point b has a non-zero boundary slope, there is an 
element a E n,(c7N 1 such that 1 log Ip(r)lj tends to infinity as m + cc! (see 92 and $3). This 
means that I trw,(x)l --, m as VI + rx1 and hence a 4 i,(n, (Y)). This completes the proof of 
Proposition 4. I. 
$6. ESAMPLE TllE FIGI’RE EIGIIT KNOT COhlPLEXlENT 
As WC calculated in Example 3.1. the deformation curve C of the figure eight knot 
complcmcnt has four ideal points. We construct an incomprcssihle surface S corresponding 
to (11~. 2/j, ). Similar constructions can bc made for the other three ideal points. 
WC take one twisted square %, in A(:,) and two parallel copies, ZL., and %r.z, of the 
twistod square in A(z2). After deleting from %, Z2,, Z2.* thin rectangles in small tubular 
Fig. 7. 
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neighborhoods of the edges of N, we connect them as described in $4. In this case there is 
a unique way to make the connections and we obtain the following surface S, (Fig. 7). 
The boundary of S, consists of two null-homotopic simple closed curves and one simple 
closed curve with slope [4m - /] in ?N. We cap off these two null-homotopic curves and we 
obtain a non-orientable properly embedded surface in N. This surface is isotopic to the 
following surface (Fig. 8). Taking the boundary of a small tubular neighborhood of this 
surface, we obtain an incompressible surface S corresponding to (pz. Zp, ). 
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